
Robert Smith 
IMS Supervisor

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Over a year of experience in customer service, warehouse receiving and 
supervising. Works well in a group and independently. Able to lead and 
influence productivity and efficiency among coworkers. Eager to learn and 
improve skills in various areas of work opportunity.

WORK EXPERIENCE

IMS Supervisor
ABC Corporation -   February 2008 – August 2012 

Responsibilities:

 Ran a crew of six employees.
 Unloaded truck, used handheld computer, regular desktop computer.
 Separated merchandise to its designated area.
 Completed back stock by putting it in bins.
 Created easier ways to separate mess bins that came on the days 

trucks.
 Impacted people to take pride in what they did so they can supply the 

customers with what they needed Skills Used 100% dedication and hard
work.

 Taught people other jobs to help our team get done faster and perform 
better every day.

IMS Supervisor
Delta Corporation -   2003 – 2008 

Responsibilities:

 As a 2nd shift supervisor for Walmart, I was in charge of logistics, and 
all store departments.

 My responsibility was to ensure that all products from the Bill of order 
were received by verifying the invoice, once all invoices were verified.

 Task in which I created assigned each associate to designated areas and
gave them responsibilities for their departments, task included; sorting .

 Upon completion of unloading task, merchandise was transferred from 
the backroom and placed on sales floor then stocked by 2nd shift, to 
support 3rd .

 Control inventory, help departments stock inventory, unload trucks.
 I was able to get the back stockroom under control and had a very 

successful crew under me fulfilling the needs of inventory control.
 Skills Used ability to use the Pallet Stacker powered equipment, and 

quick learning skills as this position changes daily.

Education

GED
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SKILLS

Inventory Management, 
Forklift Trained.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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